COVERS in Play
FEATURES

BENEFITS











Frame assembly is constructed from an extruded aluminum alloy and includes an integrated gutter
system which collects and channels internal condensation to the outside of the enclosure
Frame is finished with a premium quality architectural paint which is highly resistant to humidity,
chalking, colour change, gloss shift and chemical cleaning (various colour choices are available)
Panels are made from clear acrylic or twin wall polycarbonate (other colour options are also
available)
Tracks are made from an extruded aluminum alloy with an anodized finish (various colour choices
are available)
All components are made from non-corrosive material such as aluminum or stainless steel
Glass sliding doors increase scratch resistance at entry points

AUTOMATED DRIVE SYSTEM













Patented design allows the coved pool to be opened or closed with the push of a button
This feature is currently unique in the industry!
Designed to ensure safe operation



Increase ambient temperature by trapping solar heat, even on cloudy days
Provide protection from inclement weather conditions such as rain, wind or snow
with the flexibility of being able to enjoy the outdoors when weather permits
Engineered for structural strength; designed to withstand local wind and snow
loads without the need to remove snow
Provide protection from the harmful effects of UV rays
Minimize exposure to insects and reduce the risk of insect bites
Reduce time spent cleaning pools and spas
Year-round usage of pools, spas and patios
Reduce pool and spa heating costs, chemical usage and water loss through
evaporation
Ensure the safety of children and pets when closed and locked
Extend available living space when connected to your home

OPTIONS



In colder climates, add a uniquely designed heat exchanger which helps raise the air temperature
allowing maximum usage of the covered pool, regardless of outdoor temperatures
Add an optional digital control system to electronically control the operation of the pool enclosure
in addition to pool and spa features

WARRANTY



20 year warranty for frame and track
10 year warranty for glazing and paint finish

COVERS
COVERS

in Play designs and manufactures retractable pool enclosures and pool covers. Our pool enclosures feature innovative designs and automated features that are unique in the industry.

in Play pool enclosures were designed by engineers with years of experience and expertise resulting in one of the highest quality products in the industry.

These pool enclosures have

been engineered to ensure safety, strength and ease of use. In addition, only the highest quality materials have been used to ensure durability and longevity.
Contact us to learn how you can "enjoy life - inside and out"!™

Phone: 905-589-3000
Email: info@coversinplay.com

www.coversinplay.com

